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One of the unsolved problems of Turkic linguistics is the classification of the Turkic or, to be more exact, 'Chuvash-Turkic' languages. There are several classifications of these languages today, but 'none of them can be regarded as fully satisfactory', as Poppe pointed out before giving his own classification (1965: 33). Unfortunately, however, the same can be said about his classification of the languages belonging to the Turkic branch of the 'Chuvash-Turkic' languages (see below).

Speaking of the shortcomings of most classifications, Poppe has made the following remarks: 'Their main defect lies in the fact that their authors wanted them to be applicable to both the presently spoken languages and those spoken in ancient times. A classification can, however, be either synchronous or a diachronous one, but it cannot be both at the same time. It is obvious that a classification of presently spoken languages cannot include languages of the past' (1965: 33).

I fully agree with Poppe on this view of his. Samoilovich and his followers are indeed mistaken by classifying, for example, the Old Turkic (Orkhon Turkic and Uighur) linguistic material in one group together with Tuvinian in which Old Turkic /d/ has been preserved. It goes without saying that there is a time gap of more than a thousand years between Old Turkic and Tuvinian, and while the Old Turkic /d/ has preserved itself as such in Tuvinian (and also in Khaladj as we now know), in the course of time, it became /h/ in Yakut, /z/ in Khakas and Yellow Uighur, and /y/ in most of the Turkic languages. In the same way, Németh is mistaken by classifying the Old Turkic linguistic material together with the presently spoken Turkic dialects (his term) in one group which he calls the y-group, simply because the Old Turkic initial ɣ- became, in the course of time, d- in Altay, f- in Kirghiz, Karakalpak and Karachay, z- in Kazakh, c- in Khakas and Tuvinian, and dz- in Balkar.

Another important defect found in most classifications is that their authors did not fully apply the phonetic criteria they used to classify the Turkic languag-
es. Thus, Samoilovich took the various developments of Old Turkic /d/ in adaq ‘foot’ as a criterion; yet he classified Yakut (an atay–language) together with Tuvinian (an adaq–language) in one and the same group. It goes without saying that /l/ and /d/ are two different sounds and Yakut is distinguished by many other features not only from Tuvinian but also from the rest of the Turkic languages.

A third defect found in some classifications arises from the lack of a sufficient knowledge about certain less-investigated dialects or languages spoken in remote areas. Thus, for example, Benzing and Menges are mistaken by classifying the dialect of the Yellow Uighurs (an azaq–language) together with Uzbek and New Uighur (ayaq–languages) in one and the same group.

All the earlier classifications of the Turkic languages and a general review of them are found in Arat 1953. But Arat’s own classification and the classifications made after that date have not yet been discussed. In this paper, first I would like to review these recent classifications and then to offer a new classification of the Turkic languages. I will begin with Arat’s classification.

**Arat’s Classification (1953)**

Arat, my professor at the University of Istanbul from 1947 to 1951, offered the following classification for the presently spoken Turkic languages (his term: Türk şiveleri, i.e., ‘Turkish dialects’):

A. Turkish dialect groups (Türk lehçe grupları):
   I. The r-group, i.e., Chuvash (r ~ z, l ~ s, s ~ y–)
   II. The t-group, i.e., Yakut (t ~ d, s ~ y–)

B. Turkish sub-dialect groups (Türk şive grupları):
   I. The d-group (adaq, taŋ, tağiŋ, kalğan): Sayan
   II. The z-group (azaq, taŋ, tağiŋ, kalğan): Abakan
   III. The tav-group (ayak, tav, tavlı, kalğan): North
   IV. The tağiŋ-group (ayak, taŋ, taglı, kalğan): Tom
   V. The tağiŋ-group (ayak, taŋ, taglı, kalğan): East
   VI. The dəğiŋ-group (ayak, dəq, dəqli, kalgan): South

Arat’s classification can be criticised as follows:

1. It is not correct to group Chuvash and Yakut together under the term Türk lehçe grupları (Turkish dialect groups); because Chuvash and Yakut are not dialects, but they are two languages differing greatly both from each other and from the rest of the Turkic languages.

2. Although Chuvash and Yakut may be considered close to each other in the treatment of the initial y- (= Chuvash s-, Yakut s-) they differ greatly from one another in many respects, especially in respect of the sound correspondences r:z and l:s. In other words, Chuvash, the only r- and l-language, is separated from all the other languages including Yakut, for Yakut, too, is a z- and š-language.

3. The term şive grupilari for the rest of the Turkic languages is not appropriate, because şive means 'accent' in Turkish of Turkey and implies only 'difference in pronunciation', e.g., Türkçeyi Karadeniz şivesiyle konuşmak, İngilizceyi Alman şivesiyle konuşmak, etc. Consequently, the term şive 'accent' cannot be used in language classifications.

4. The tav-group contains many languages. Two of these languages, i.e., Kirghiz and Altay, do not fit the group, for Kirghiz is a tõ-language and Altay is a tü-language.

5. Finally, for the languages belonging to the second group, i.e., the z-group, Arat uses only the name Abakan, i.e., Khakas. It is known that the dialect of the Yellow Uighurs spoken in the Kansu province of China is also a z-language (Khakas azax, Yellow Uighur azaq).

**Benzing's Classification (1959)**

Benzing who follows Samoilovich in his classification, divides the Turkic languages into the following five groups:

I. The Bolgar group (the language of the Volga Bolgar inscriptions; Chuvash);

II. Southern Turkic (the Oghuz group): 1. Osmanlı Turk of Turkey with Anatolian and Rumelian Dialects, Crimean Osmanli); 2. Azerbaycan with Khashkay in Southern Iran); 3. Turkmen, Turkmen.

III. West Turkic (the Kipchak-Koman languages): 1. The Pontic-Caspian group (Karaim, Karachay and Balkar, Kumuk), 2. The Ural group (Tatar, West-Siberian and Crimean Tatar, Bashkir), 3. The Aralo-Caspian group (Kazak with Karakalpak, Nogay, Kirghiz).

IV. East Turkic (the Uighur group): 1. Uzbek, 2. New Uighur (Taranchi, dialects of Kashgar, Khotan, etc.); Sari-Uighur.

V. North Turkic:

1. The Aral-Sayan group:
   a) Altaic (Oiot, Teleut)

2 Johannes Benzing, "Classification of the Turkic Languages", Fundamenta I (Wiesbaden 1959), pp. 1-5.
b) Shor (Abakan Turkic) and Khakas,
c) Tuva

2. The North Siberian group: Yakut (and Dolgan).
3. Old Turkic (language of the Orkhon and Yenisei inscriptions)

As is seen, Benzing has taken the classification by Samoilovich as a basis for his classification. He has also been influenced by Radloff’s geographical classification. Benzing’s classification can be criticised as follows:

1. It would be wrong to classify Yakut together with Altay, Shor-Khakas and Tuvinian in one and the same group. In reality, Yakut is very different from all these languages and it should be classified as an independent group. The same is true of Altay (southern dialects), Khakas and Tuvinian.

2. It is wrong to regard Yellow Uighur as a dialect of New Uighur, for it is an azaq-language.

3. It is wrong to regard Old Turkic, the language of the Orkhon and Yenisei inscriptions, as the historical material of only the North Turkic group.

4. In the classification no mention is made of Salar.

Menge’s Classification (1959, 1968)3

In 1959, the Turkic languages were classified also by Karl H. Menge. He gives the same classification in his The Turkic Languages and Peoples (pp. 59-66). His classification is as follows:

A. The Central and Southwest Asiatic languages:

I. The Central Asiatic group:

1. Old Turkic (Orkhon and Yenisei inscriptions, Old Uighur).
2. Languages of the Middle Turkic period; the dictionary of MK, Karakhanide Turkic, dialect of Khwarazm (XI th/ XII centuries).
3. Chagatai (later and modern). Uzbek (the Iranized dialects).
4. New Uighur with Taranchi and other dialects; Sarı-Uighur and Salar (may be considered as very close to New Uighur dialects).
5. Qırıţz.

II. The Southwest or Oghuz group:

1. Old Anatolian and Old Osman
2. Osman with its various dialects, Gagauz, Azerbaijani (with dialects, as those of Iran, Kashkayi)
3. Turkmenian.

3 Karl H. Menge, “Classification of the Turkic Languages”, Fundamenta I, pp.5-8; The Turkic Languages and Peoples, Wiesbaden 1968, pp. 60-61.
B. The Northwest or Qipchaq division:
III. Old Northwestern of the “Middle Turkic” period:
1. Qomanian, the language of the Codex Cumanicus and the Qomans (or Polovcy), and Qipchaq.
C. VII. Oyrut (in the Altay Mountains) and its dialects: Altay-Kiži, Talanqat, Lebed’ (Qū-Kiži) and Yih-Kiži (or Tuba).
D. VIII. The Central-South-Siberian, Abaqan or “Xakas” group:
1. Šor, 2. Abaqaq, comprising the dialects of Sagay, Qoybal, Qaça, Qızıl, and Bälîr.
IX. The East or Tuva group (in Taqmu-Tuva or Uranxay): 1. Karagas, 2. Soyq (Tuba, Tuva, Tyba, or Uranxay language.
E. X. The Northeast, East-Siberian, or Yakut group. The Yakut (Saça) Language and the dialects of the Dolgans, the Yakutized Nanasan (Tavgy-) Samojeds.
F. The Volga-Bulgarian or Hunno-Bulgarian division:
XI. Volga-Bulgarian
XII. Čuvaş or Þavas.

As is seen, Menges’ classification of the Turkic languages is quite complex and complicated. This classification can be criticised as follows:

1. It would be wrong to classify the languages of the past together with the presently spoken languages. Old Turkic is not the ancestor of only Uzbek, New Uighur and the languages belonging to the Oghuz group.

2. Kirghiz is listed twice in the classification, first in the Central-Asiatic group together with Uzbek and New Uighur, secondly in the Northwest or Kipchak group as one of the ‘Aralo-Caspian’ languages. In reality, Kirghiz does not belong to any of these groups. It is an independent language forming the tölu group by itself (see below).

3. It is wrong to regard Yellow Uighur and Salar as dialects of New Uighur. The first is an azaq-language and should be classified together with Khakas; the latter is a taři language forming an independent group by itself (see below).
**Poppe’s Classification** (1965)\(^4\)

The most recent attempt to classify the Turkic languages has been made by Nicholas Poppe. Poppe, who rightly calls these languages ‘Chuvash-Turkic’, divides the Turkic branch into the following five groups:

I. Yakut (ataɣ < adaq, tia < τㄠγ, -t < -γ)

II. Tuva-Khakas (adaq/azaq, taɣ, -γ)

III. Kipchak (ayaq, taw/tu, -i)

IV. Chagatay (ayaq, τaɣ, -iγ)

V. Turkmen (ayaq, daɣ, -i)

Poppe, following the suggestions made by Pritsak, further divides the Kipchak group into the following four subgroups:

1. Karay, Karachay-Balkar and Kumuk (aγ > aω);

2. Tatar and Bashkir (aγ > aw, o > u, ө > ʊ, u > ö, ü > ȳ, äle > i, i > ɨ);

3. Nogay, Kazakh, Karakalpak ɕ > s, ʒ > s and the occurrence of suffix-initial /l/ as n/ldt depending on the nature of the preceding consonant;

4. Kirghiz and Altay (secondary long vowels, labial attraction and the change of the /m/ of the negative suffix -ma into p/b).

Poppe’s classification can be criticised as follows:

1. It would be wrong to classify Tuvinian which is an adaq-language together with Khakas which is an azax-language.

2. The development taw/tu given as a characteristic feature of the Kipchak group is incomplete and misleading; because the sound group /ar/ has resulted in three different forms in this group, i.e. τar > taw, ɪo and tu.

3. In the classification no mention is made of Yellow Uighur and Salar.

**Doerfer’s Classification** (1971, 1987)\(^5\)

Doerfer who rediscovered Khalajd in Iran in 1968 has proved that it is an independent Turkic language with many archaic features and not a dialect of Azerbaijani as generally thought to be. One of the archaic features of Khalajd is the preservation of the ancient /d/ as in Tuvinian, e.g., OT adaq ‘foot’ = Tuv. adaq id. = Khal. hadaq, hadaq id., OT adır- ‘to separate’ = Tuv. adır- id. = Khal. hadur- id., etc. One might think that because of this common feature the two languages, i.e., Tuvinian and Khalajd, could (and perhaps, should) be classified in one group.

---


But, as Doerfer has pointed out, Khaladj has many other archaic features not shared by Tuvinian, e.g., the preservation of an ancient initial h-, the preservation of Proto-Turkic primary long vowels either as such or as diphthongs, the development of the phoneme /u/ into /n/, etc. Because of all these characteristic features, Doerfer rightfully regards Khaladj as an independent Turkic language and simply adds it as a separate group to the generally accepted six groups, i.e., Oghuz (e.g., Turkish, Azerbaijani, Turkmen), Kipchak (e.g., Kazan Tatar, Kazakh), Uighur (e.g., Uzbek, New Uighur), South-Siberian (e.g., Altay Turkish, Tuvinian), Yakut and Chuvash.

As is seen, even the most recent classifications of the Chuvash-Turkic languages are not 'fully satisfactory', i.e., they too are incomplete and have some methodical defects. In addition to this, the rediscovery of Khaladj by Doerfer as a Turkic language with many archaic features has made things more complicated so that a new and more or less complete classification of the Turkic languages has become an urgent necessity.

Of the phonetic features so far used to classify the Turkic languages only the following four have proved to be functional:

1. The correspondences \( r = z \) and \( l = ʃ \) (Chuvash \( t̄a̞x̄a̞r = \) CT toq\( u \)z '9', Chuv. \( ʒel = \) CT \( qiʃ \) winter)

2. The developments of the phoneme /d̄/ as in OT adaq 'foot';

3. The developments of the sound group /\( ʒy \)/ in monosyllabic words as in OT t\( ʒa̞y \) 'mountain';

4. The developments of the sound group /\( ʒy \)/ at the end of polysyllabic words as in OT t\( ʒi̞y \) 'mountaineer; mountainous'.

These four features, however, are not sufficient today to classify the presently spoken Turkic languages. In the first place, a fifth feature is needed to separate Salar from both New Uighur and the Oghuz (Turkmen) group, for it is a t\( ʒi̞l \)-language, not a t\( ʒi̞tq- \) or d\( ʒi̞tq- \)-language. This feature could be the preservation or voicing of the initial t-. Secondly, to include Khaladj in the classification and to separate it from the other language groups we need a sixth feature. Such a feature could be the preservation or loss of the ancient initial h-.

Thus, the phonetic features which I will use to classify the presently spoken Chuvash-Turkic languages are, in their proper order, the following:

1. The correspondences \( r = z \) and \( l = ʃ \) as in Chuvash \( r \) and \( l \) versus Common Turkic \( z \) and \( ʃ \);

2. The preservation or loss of the initial h- as in Khaladj hadaq 'foot' versus adaq/atos/etos/etoslayaq of the other languages;

3. The developments of the phoneme /d̄/ as in Old Turkic adaq 'foot';

4. The developments of the sound group -\( ʒy \) at the end of polysyllabic words
as in OT *tarʃiɣ* 'mountaineer; mountainous';

5. The developments of the sound group *-aɣ* in monosyllabic words as in OT *təɣ* 'mountain';

6. The preservation or voicing of the initial *t*- as in *tarʃi - dayʃi* 'mountaineer'.

If we apply the first and most archaic phonetic feature, the Turkic languages are divided into two unequal branches: I. the *r*- and *l*-branch (Chuvash), II. the *z*- and *ʃ*-branch (other Turkic languages).

To classify the *z*- and *ʃ*- languages we must first use the second phonetic feature, i.e., the preservation or loss of the initial *h*-, because it is the second most archaic feature in the history of Turkic languages.

When we apply this feature the *z*- and *ʃ*- languages, too, are divided into two unequal groups: 1. The *h*- or *hadaq*-group (Khaladj), 2. the *ʒ*- or *adaq/ataʃ/azaʃ/ayɒq* group.

In order to classify the remaining languages in which the initial *h*- has become *ʒ*- we can use the third phonetic feature, i.e., the developments of the ancient phoneme *dʒ* in medial and final positions. By using this feature as a criterion we get four different groups: 1. The *ʒ*- or *ataʃ*-group (Yakut), 2. the *d*- or *adaq*-group (Tuvinian, together with Karagas), 3. the *z*- or *azɑʃ/aզɑq*-group (Khakas, Yellow Uighur, etc.), 4. the *ɣ*- or *ayaq*-languages (remaining languages).

The ayaq-languages can, in its turn, be classified into five different groups by using the fourth phonetic feature, i.e., the developments of the sound group *-iɣ*: 1. The *iɣ*-group (northern dialects of Altay, etc.), 2. the *u*-group (Altay literary language), 3. the *i*-group (Kirghiz), 4. the *iʃ*-group (Uzbek, New Uighur), 5. the *i*-group.

By applying the fifth feature we can divide the *i*-languages into the following two groups: 1. The *aw*-group (Kipchak languages), 2. the *aʃ*-group.

Finally, the languages and dialects belonging to the *aʃ*-group can be divided into the following two groups on the basis of the sixth feature, i.e., the development of the initial *t*-: 1. The *tarʃi/-*group (Salar), 2. the *dayʃi/-*group (Oghuz or Turkmen group).

Thus, on the basis of the above-given six features the Chuvash-Turkic languages are divided into twelve groups. All these groups can, with their phonetic features, be illustrated by the following table:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>r,l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ø-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>u/āv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>t-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| I   | II  | III | IV | V  | VI | VII | VIII | IX | X | XI | XII |

Using the features r- and l- (versus z- and š-) and the key words hadaq/adaq 'foot' and taytγ 'mountaineer; mountainous' we can name these groups as follows:

I. The r- and l- group: Chuvash (literary language)
II. The hadaq-group: Khaladj
III. The ataγ-group: Yakut (literary language); Dolgan
IV. The adaγ-group: Tuva or Tuvinian (literary language); Karagas
V. The azαγ/azaγ-group: Khakas (literary language); the Middle Chulym, Mrass and Upper Tom dialects; Yellow Uighur
VI. The taytγ-group: Northern dialects of Altay (Tuba, Kumandy, Chalkandu); the Lower Chulym, Kondom and Lower Tom dialects
VII. The tūlu-group: Altay (literary language)
VIII. The toliγ-group: Kirghiz (literary language)
IX. The taγγ-group: Uzbek, New Uighur (literary languages)
X. The tawli-group (Kipchak): Tatar, Bashkir, Kazakh, Karakalpak, Nogay, Kumuk, Karachay-Balkar, Karay or Karam, Crimean Tatar (literary languages), the dialect of Baraba Tatars, the Khwarezm-Kipchak dialects of Uzbek
XI. The taytγ-group: Salar
XII. The daγγ-group (Oghuz): Turkmen literary language), Trukhmen, Khorasan, Khwarezm-Oghuz dialects of Uzbek, Azeri or Azerbaijani (literary language), the Kashkay, Eynallu, Kerkuk and Erbil dialects, Turkish or Turkish of Turkey (literary language), Gagauz (literary language).

As is seen, the V., IX., X. and XII. groups contain more than one languages and dialects. The languages and dialects belonging to these groups can further be...
divided into subgroups by using additional phonetic features.

The V. group
To classify the languages and dialects belonging to this group the following phonetic criteria can be used: 1. The treatment of the initial y-, 2. the developments of the medial -š-. By using Common Turkic yăşil 'green' as a key word we can divide this group into the following three subgroups:
   1. The ğasıl-subgroup: Khakas (literary language);
   2. The ğasıl-subgroup: Middle Chulym, Mrass and Upper Tom dialects;
   3. The yasıl-subgroup: Yellow Uighur.

The IX. group

The Uzbek and New Uighur literary languages forming this group are distinguished from each other by many features. The most important phonetic features separating these languages from each other are the following: 1. The labialization of the vowel /a/ in Uzbek, 2. the existence of the i-, u- and ĕ-Umlauts in New Uighur, 3. the reduction of /a/ of the medial syllable in New Uighur, etc.

1. Uzb. ğytı 'mouth', NUig. eytă, Uzb. ğytır 'heavy', NUig. eytır, Uzb. yirdağ 'far', NUig. širag, etc.
2. Uzb. ačiq 'open', NUig. očuq (< OT açuq), Uzb. ariq 'lean', NUig. oruq (< OT oruq), etc.
3. Uzb. etik 'boot', NUig. ötıük (< OT ötüük), Uzb. temir 'iron', NUig. tömüür (< MK tömüür), Uzb. tesik 'hole', NUig. töšük (< MK töşük), etc.

The X. group

The languages and dialects belonging to this group may further be subdivided by the following features: 1) The treatment of the vowel /a/ of the first syllable, 2) treatment of the phoneme /š/. If we take the verb qoš- 'to unite', as a key word we get the following three subgroups:

1. qoš- subgroup: Tatar and Bashkir;
2. qoš- subgroup: Kazakh, Karakalpak, Nogay; Halic dialect of Karaim;

Tatar and Bashkir which form the first subgroup are separated from each other by many features:

1. The word- and suffix-initial /š/ is preserved in Tatar, but it changes to /h/ in Bashkir: Tat. sarı 'yellow', Bšk. hatı; Tat. sul 'left', Bšk. hul; Tat. bulsa 'if it happens', Bšk. bulha etc.
2. The phoneme /č/ is preserved in Tatar, but it changes to /s/ in Bashkir:
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Tat. čap- ‘to run’, Bšk. sap-, Tat. čalgi ‘sickle’, Bšk. salgi, Tat. öçin ‘for’, Bšk. özön etc.

3. The phoneme /s/ in medial and final positions is preserved in Tatar, but it changes to interdental fricative /ʃ/ in Bashkir: Tat. sūz ‘word’, Bšk. hūd, Tat. būz ‘gray’, Bšk. buď, Tat. siziq ‘line’, Bšk. hisiq etc.

4. The phoneme /ʃ/ in medial and final positions is preserved in Tatar, but in changes to voiceless interdental fricative /θ/ in Bashkir: Tat. sæz ‘stinking’, Bšk. haθi, Tat. yas ‘flat’, Bšk. yaθi, etc.

5. Bashkir has labial attraction: Tat. yoldiz ‘star’ = Bšk. yondoθ, Tat. yörüy ‘he is walking’ = Bšk. yörüy, etc.

The qoś- subgroup can further be divided into three divisions on the basis of the treatment of the initial y- as in Common Turkic yäš ‘young’:

1. The ız-division: Kazakh
2. The ıs-division: Karakalpak
3. The yas-division: Nogay, Halic dialect of Karaim.

Although a literary language since the October Revolution, Karakalpak can be regarded as a dialect of Kazakh, for it is very close to it.

Finally, the qoš-subgroup of the X. group can further be divided into two divisions on the basis of the initial b- as in Common Turkic bëš ‘5’:

1. The pëš-division: The dialect of the Baraba Tatars.

By using additional criteria one can further subdivide the bëš-division and arrive at individual languages and dialects.

The XII. group

The languages and dialects belonging to the darï (Oghuz) group can be divided into four subgroups on the basis of the following features: 1. The treatment of the initial q-, 2. the preservation or shortening of Proto-Turkic long vowels. If we use Proto-Turkic *qūl- ‘to remain’ as a key word we get the following subgroups:

1. The qūl-subgroup: Khwarezm-Oghuz dialects of Uzbek;
2. The ḡūl-subgroup: Turkmen literary language, Trukhmen dialect of Turkmen, Khorasan dialect of Turkmen or Khorasani;
3. The ḡal-subgroup: Azeri or Azerbaijani (literary language), Kashkay and Eynallu dialects, Tabriz dialect, Kerkuk and Erbil dialects, East Anatolian dialects of Azerbaijani;
4. The kal-subgroup: Turkish or Turkish of Turkey (together with Anatolian and Rumelian dialects); Gagauz literary language.
SOME REMARKS ON CHUVASH, KHALADJ AND SALAR

Chuvash. The characteristic features of Chuvash are well known: ṭɔŋxär’ ‘9’<*toqur> (CT toqur), ǰël ‘winter’<*qič> (CT qičs), ura ‘foot’<*adaq (CT adaq, Khal. hadaqa), etc. Speaking of the correspondence CT /š/ = Chuv. /l/, it should be reminded that CT /š/ corresponds in Chuvash not only to /l/, but also to /š/ in some cases. In such cases, Chuvash /š/ goes back to an older /l/ and /h/ e.g., puš ‘head, beginning’< Volga Bulg. baç ‘beginning’< *balic (= CT balš), gš[..] ‘to scratch’<*qalč<*qalči (= CT qašš = Mo. qašš ‘to scrape off’), špats ‘to stick, adhere’<*yapič< (= CT yapiris, but MK yapčur ‘to stick, paste, glue, QB 401, 1409 yapčur ‘it clings’<yapič-ur), värš- ‘to fight against’<*uřič< (= CT uřus-, but Middle Turkic určur ‘he fights’), etc.

The existence of /h/ versus CT /h/ and the existence of /l/ and /š/ versus CT /š/ are among the most archaic features of Chuvash, going perhaps as far back as the beginning of our era. Because of these features Chuvash goes back not to Proto-Turkic, but it goes back to Proto-Chuvash or Proto-Bulgarian which obviously was a r- and l- (and č-) language. It follows then that Chuvash and the Turkic Languages are not the so-called ‘sister languages’, but they are descendants of two sister languages originating from a single proto-language. Such a proto-language may be called Proto-Chuvash-Turkic, or simply Pre-Turkic (Gerim. Vortürkisch). 6

Khaladj. Khaladj has many archaic features as Doerfer has shown and proved beyond any doubt. 7 The most archaic one of these features seems to be the systematic preservation of an ancient initial h- which is lost with a few exceptions in the Turkic languages including Chuvash, e.g., MK arq ‘excrement’ = Khaladj harq (= Mo. argal id. <MMo. hargal), MK ū, id ‘hole’ = Khal. hat id. (= Mo.

ütügüň ‘vulva’ < MMo. hütügüň), MK, etc. ürk- ‘to be frightened, startled’ = Khal. hırk- id., Chag. ärk-, hırk-, Az. hırk-, Uzb. hurk-, NUig. hırkũ-, ärkũ- (= Mo. ürğü- id. < MMo. hürğü), etc. Doerfer maintains that Khal. h- comes from PT initial p-.\footnote{11} Poppe, on the other hand, assumes that Khaladj h- goes back to the Altaic initial p-.\footnote{12} I agree with Poppe on this assumption of his, because I believe that there is sufficient evidence to assume that PA p-, which is preserved as such in Nanay (Goldi) and Korean, developed into h- in Proto-Chuvash and Proto-Turkic as it also did in Middle Mongolian and Evenki, but became Null in Old Chuvash and Old Turkic with the exception of Old Khaladj, e.g., MK, etc. ürk- ‘to be frightened, startled’ <*hürk- > Khal. hırk- (Az. hırk-, Uzb. hurk-, NUig. hırkũ-) = Mo. ürğü- id. < MMo. hürğü = Evk. hurkahehin ‘to jump up’, spring, start’, Nan. puuyku- id. <*pürkũ-, Trkm. ȯt ‘fire’, Yak. uot id. <*höit > Khal. höit id. = Mo. oĉin ‘spark’ < MMo. oţın <*pōtın = Evk. hōsin id., Nan. postın, Ulcha posıkta id.,\footnote{13} MK arq ‘excrement’ <*härq > Khal. härq = Mo. argal id. < MMo. hargal = Ma. fajan id. < *fargan < *parkal = Ko: park id., MK ğat, ğud ‘hole’ <*hůit > Khal. hůit = Mo. ütügüň ‘vulva’ < MMo. hütügüň = MKo. poʃi id. < *puti <*pūtũ.}

Salar. This language was first regarded by Korsh and Samoilovich as a dialect belonging to the northern (= northeastern) group of the Turkic languages and classified by them together with Tuva or Tuvanian because of the expression yalaŋ adaχ ‘bare-footed’ occurring in Potanin’s material.\footnote{14} Poppe has shown that yalaŋ adaχ is a unique example in Salar, the regular Salar word for ‘foot’ being ayaχ.\footnote{15} Studying the material collected by Potanin, Poppe came to the conclusion that Salar is a language very close to New Uighur or even a dialect of the latter. This view of Poppe has been accepted by many scholars (Menges, Pritsak, K. Thomsen, Baskakov and others). Malov, on the other hand, regarded Salar as a dialect belonging to the tayfi- or Kipchak-Turkmen group of the classification by Samoilovich.\footnote{16} Tenishev who investigated Salar and compiled a grammar of this language maintains that it is a Kipchakicised Oghuz dialect influenced by Chi

11 "Khaladj and its Relation to the Other Turkic Languages”, p. 2
12 Nikolaus Poppe, "Chaladisch und die altaische Sprachwissenschaft”, CAJ 27: 1-2, 112-120.
13 ibid., the Korean examples in the last two equations are taken from Dr. Han Woo Choi’s unpublished M.A. dissertation entitled Türkçe ile Korecenin Karşılaştırmalı Fono lojisi (Ankara 1986), pp. 110 and 116.
14 See Arat 1953, pp. 94 and 100.
inese and Tibetan.\(^{17}\) Finally, Drimba who published an important article on Salar regards it as an independent language belonging to the same subgroup as Eastern Turki, i.e., New Uighur.\(^{18}\)

In my opinion, Salar can not be regarded as a dialect belonging to the same group as the Khwarezm-Kipchak dialects of Uzbek, because it is not a tawli-dialect or language. On the other hand, Salar cannot be considered a language belonging to the same subgroup as New Uighur, for it is a tayli*-language, not a tayliq language. As a matter of fact, Salar is the only language in which Old Turkic tayliq has become tayli*. It follows then that Salar is an independent language forming by itself the tayli*-group of the Turkic languages.

The main characteristic features of Salar separating it from the Chagatay, Kipchak and Oghuz groups are the following:

1. The development of the final sound group -γγ- in polysyllabic words into -ι-ː tayli 'mountainous', ṣi 'bitter' <*āγγ, sārī, sāri, sāre 'yellow' <*sā-riγ, ullī, ulli, uli 'big, great' < uluy, kusli 'powerful <*kāγγ, ṭiiγli 'wollen' <*tāγγ γū 'youth, youngster', kīti < kīγγ, etc.

2. The preservation of the sound group ay, tay 'mountain', bary, pary 'to tie', yarγ 'to rain' aγγ 'to pain', etc.

3. The preservation of the so-called 'pronominal n' after the 3rd p. poss. suffix: tāxinda 'outside of', īxinda 'in, within', yānīna 'to the side off', īxinda 'in front of', susītnen 'from its water', etc.

4. The preservation of the voiceless t and c occurring after long vowels: pūtx, putx 'branch', totx, totx, totx, totx 'lip', ӧtun 'wood', ӧçtγ, ӧçγ 'to get hungry', ӧx, ӧçγ, ӧçγ 'hearth', etc.

5. The preservation of the initial tː tay, toqos '9', temur 'iron', tešγ, tešγ 'hole', tōvā 'camel', etc.

17 E. R. Tenishev, Salarstki jaryk, Moskva 1963, pp. 9, 46, 47.